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s O. Introduction 

Recently, K. Yano and M. Okumura [5J have defined the concept of an (I, g , 
μ， ν， 지-structure in an even-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Hypersurfaces in 

an almost contact metric manifold or submanifolds of codimension 2 in an almost 

Hermitian manifold admit an (f, g , μ， v， A.)-structure (cf. [5J etc.). 

H. Suzuki [4J studied the integrability conditions of this structure. 

In terms of this structure, D. E. Blair, G. D. Ludden and K. Yano [lJ , and 

M. Nakagawa and 1. Yokote [3J have proved 

THEOREM 0.1. If M2n is a comþlete orientable sμbman찌U with constant scalaγ 
curvatμre satisfying Kf+ fK =0 and A.~constant， αlhere K denotes the second 

f%%da%e%tal te1ZSOY 0% A4 , tke,z Af z-s a %atzt7al sjbkeye s21t Of S ><S • 2n.o • • 2n 

In the present paper we investigate the necessary and sufficient condition of 
antinormal (1, g , μ， ν， λ)-structure in a Sasakian manifold and study compact 

hypersurfaces with antinormal (f, g , μ， v, λ)-structure in a unit sphere. 

S 1. Preliminaries 

We consider a C∞ differentiable manifold M with an (f, g , U, V, λ)-structure， 

that is, a Riemannian manifold with metric tensor g which admits a tensor field 

f of type (1, 1), two 1-forms u and V (or two vector fields associated with them), 

and a function A. satisfying 

4야 h= -δ1h +%j%h+91νh， 4t파 Sgts=gji-Uj싼-u1Oi’ 

(1.1) 까지t=Atli or 파h상=-Xuh， Utj;t=-λ깐 or fih상=λ앙， 

ZtzZ4i = z’it,i = 1-X2, χiν’=α 

Such an M is even-dimensional ([5J). 
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We put 

(1.2) [f, fJ ji=져tpt깐-파 t\jt씬-(민파t -Vz지t)μt+λ(FjUi-V%)， 
Fj denoting the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the Rie-

mannian connection. If the tensor [f, fJ ji vanishes, the (1, g, μ， v, .il. )-structure is 

said to be antinormal (cf. [4]). 

~ 2. Hypersurfaces in a Sasakian rnanifold 
~2n+l Let M be an orientable hypersurface of a Sasakian manifold M~"T". Then 

there is an (1, g , μ， v, .il.)-structure induced in M , which has the following 

propertíes; 

(2. 1) 'Vj좌k= -gjz Zth+δjhxz--kjiUh+kjh칸， 

(2.2) 'Vj싼=껴·i-λ한·2’ 

(2.3) 'Vl i=-한t f/+λgji" 

(2.4) 'Vjλ=kjt μt-Uj’ 
where kji is the component of second fundamental tensor of the hypersurface M 

relative to @211 + 1 
( [1] , [5] ). 

2 
Since (2.2) implies that {xεM; λ (x)= l} is bordered set, we may only consider 

1-λ2#O on Af. 

Substituting (2. 1)~(2. 4) into (1. 2), we find 

(2.5) [f, fJ ji= ('V깐)Uj- (V1X)U2· 

Thus, we have 

LEMMA 2. 1. Let M be an 0η~'entable hypersurfiαce of a Sasakt'an ma쩌fold. In 

order that the induced (1, g , u, v, λ)-structure be antinormal it is necessαryand 
sμfficieχt that it satisfies 'V;λ=Aν1’ A being certai1t differentiable funciion 01t M. 

We now assume that 
(2.6) \jjλ =Aνj’ 
A being non-zero differentiable function on M. Then we have from (2.4) 

(2.7) kj/=(A+1)νJ • 
Differentiating (2. 이 covariantly and using (2.3), we find 

\jk'Vjλ=(FKA)U1-A(-KKtf:it+λgkj) , 
from which, 
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(2.8) (밀A)낌-(인A)vk+A(kjtf/ -kkt 져 1)=0. 

Transvecting (2.8) with 상 and using (1.1) and (2.7), we get 

(2.9) (l-;Ô와A=(v'맘tA)νk+λA(A+1까-Akstv파t. 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.8), we obtain 

(2.10) (1 -λ2)(한t파t-감t져t)=한tVs(Vj자t-%져 t) 

because of A낯O. 

Transvecting (2.10) with 파k and using (2. 7), we find 
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(1 -;Ô{-상-(상Vt)깐-kst자짝t}=_(한tUt)깐+ (kstv펀낀씬+ Àkstv댁 t깐， 
from which, taking the skew-symmetric part, 

(1-a2){(kjt J)Ui- (kztUt)νj}=-(한tUt)간+ (kjt까Ut+λks/(지 tμi -E t씬). 
Transvecting this with 상 and using λ낯o and (2. 7), we find 

(2.11) kjtUt=(A+1)싼+Bνi’ 
where B=(ks/v

t)!(1- λ2). 

Substituting (2. 11) into (2.9) and (2. 10), ￦e have respectively 
(2.12) VjA=Cκj+D꺼" 
(2· 13) (142)(kjt4t-kkt파t)=λB(ujνk-μ웹)， 

where, we have put 

(2.14) C=파짝 
1-λ‘ ’ 

Differentiating (2. 12) covariantly and taking account of (2.2) and (2.3), we 

find 

V /V jA = (V kC)u j+ (V kD)ν1+C(fkj-λkkj)+D( - kkt j; t+ Agkj), 

from which, substituting (2.13) , 
λB 

(2. 15) (V kC싸-(VF)Uk+(맑D)까-(FjD따+2C왜+τ_À2 (μ1%-쐐)=0. 

Transvecting (2. 15) with μkVJ and fk
j
’ 

we have respectively 

- ptFtC+χtFtD-AB-2Cλ=0， 

X(Utptc-μtVtD+λB)+2C(n-1+λ2)=0. 

Thus, last two equations imply C=O and consequently λAB=O. So we have 

B=O because of A~O and (2.6). Therefore (2.11) , (2.12) and (2.13) become 
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respectively 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 
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FjA=D낌’ 

kjt“=(A+1)uj, 

kjt4t-kkt지 1=0. 

Conversely, if (2. 18) satisfied on M , by transvecting j산， we find 

kj/-ζ1+μi%t+Uiν，1) - ksl져짝 1 =0. 

Taking the skew-symmetric part of this equation, we have 

(2.19) (한tμ1)깐-(한tμI)uj+(kjtνt)깐-(한tPt)Yj=o. 

Transvecting (2. 19) with 상 and putting Ã(1-À2)=klsμt￡， B(1- A2) =kts%t상， 
we get 

(2.20) kjlμt=값j+EνF 

Differentiating (2.20) covariantly and using (2.2) and (2.3) , we find 

CVkkjl)μI+kμfJ -Xkkt ) = (VKX)μj+ (\7 kß)νj+강(fkrλkkj) + ß( - k kt fj t + 'J...g kj)' 

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to k and j , 

(2.21) (V샘'jl-Vlkl)μt= (VKX)μ1- 〔Vj펴)μk + (V kB)uj- (VjB)vk + 2Af kJ 

because of (2. 18). 

On the other hand, differentiating (2.4) covariantly and substituting (2.3), 
we get 

"VkVjλ=(V힘t)μ'_(λgkj-kkt 껴 t), 

from which, using (2.18), 

(Vijt-Vlki)μt=o. 
Thus, (2. 21) becomes 

(2.22) (V윌)%-(인·표)μk+(VkB)ν'r (VjB)vk+2Atkj=0. 

Transvecting (2.22) with μ1￠ and fkj, we have respective1y 

(1-λ2)(νtFt표-μ'VtB)+2Aλ(1-찌=0 
.and 

λ(UtptX-WtptE)+표{2κ-2(1-'J...2)} =0, 

from which, Ã=O. Consequently (2.4) and (2.20) imply that V ,.'J...=(B+1)vj • 

Hence, using Lemma 2.1, we have 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let M be an orz'entable h)ψersurface of a Sasakz'an manzjold sμch 

that the function λ is not constant. In order that theinduced (f, g , μ， v, Ã.)-structure 

be antz'normal it is necessary and sufficz'ent that Kf+ fK=O. ωhere K is the second 

fundamental tensor of M with respect to Sasakian manifold. 

~ 3. Compact hypersurface in a unit sphere 

2n+l Let M be a hypersurface immersed in a unit sphere S",nT'(l) with canonical 

almost contact structure. Then there is an (f. g. μ， ν， λ)-structure induced in M. 

which satisfies (2. 1)""(2. 4). 
h 

We now denote by R kji ’ Rji and R components of the Riemannian curvature 

tensor. the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of M. The equation of Gauss 

for the hypersurface M is written as 

h h h 
(3.1) Rkji " =따 gji- δj gki+감 kjz-kj k힘， 

and the equation of Codazzi is given by 

(3.2) \1 kkji - \1l ki=O. 

From (3. 1) it follows easily that 

(3. 3) Rji= (2%-1)gji+kttkji-한t한t， 

(3.4) R=2n(2n-1)+ (kt ti - ks/t. 

We prove the following (cf. [3]) 

THEOREM 3. 1. Let M be a compact hype?앙trface wz'th antinormal (f. g. μJ. V, λ〉

-strμctμre in a unit sPheγ'e S2n+ 1 (1). If λ z's not constant. then M is congruent 

to S2n(1) or Sn웠 XSn 끓) imbedded naturally 쩌 S2n +1(1). 

PROOF. Since M has antinormal (f, g , μ， ι λ)-structure， (2.7) , (2.16), (2.17) and 
(2. 18) are valid on M. From (2. 18) we can easily prove that 

(3. 5) ktt=o. 

Differentiating (2.17) covariantly, we find 

(Fkkjt)tlt+kjtPKUt= (FKA)μj+ (A+ 1)Vk%1 ’ 

from which. using (2.2). (2.3). (2. 18) and (3.2). 

(3.6) 2휠tkts자 s=(FKA)Wj-(F1A〕μk+ 2(A+1)fkj •

Transvecting (3. 6) with 상 and taking account of (2.7). (2.16) and (2.17) .. 
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we have 

(3.7) (1- .12)'7;껄=-있(A+1)(A+2)싸· 

Substituting (3.7) into (3.6), we get 

(1-A2)kktkts친 S=λ(A + l) (A +2)(v,,uk - VkUj ) + (1-Ä2)(A + l)fkj’ 
from which, transvecting fki and using (2.7) and (2.17), 

(3.8) kstë=2(A+1)(A+2-n). 

Since M is compact, from (3. 2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), we can prove that 

(A+l)(A+2)=O (See [2], [3]). Thus, (3.5) and (3.8) imply that R is constant. 

Taking account of Theorem O. 1, Theorem 3. 1 is proved. 

Kyungφok University 
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